Abstract -Only approximate relations are so far available for the pufling figure of an oscillator. An exact derivation of the pnlling figure is presented here, tafdng fufly into account the nonlinearity of the oscillator admittance.
INTRODUCTION
-# Av=o.
From (1) and (2) separating into real and imaginary parts From (4) and (5) AGL% Au= dGTo dBTo _ dGTO dBTo -.
- AB =Y (1-s*)tano
Substituting (17) and (18) into (13) IV. DERIVATION OF THE PULLING FIGURE
Substituting (11) and (12) into (6) This is the relation which represents rigorously the pulling figure of a nonlinear negative-resistance oscillator.
An interesting feature of the above (19) and (20) In the same way, from (7) From (24) Im(l-x)+dl+x)=o.
(25) From (22) and (29) ==. ""M=A"MO P
Knowing AuM, S, and a AuMo can be determined. (26) A number of Particular cases can be derived from the general From (26), a can now be calculated for the three possible cases solution presented above. Table I 
Knowing a, S, Aw,, and AW2, the value of K can be determined from (19) or (20) .
A frequency deviation AWMOcan be defined [3] for the condition when the real part of the perturbed load admittance at the oscillator plane is Y., i.e., AGL = O. This corresponds to Wm -tin where m and n are the common points on G = 1 and the perturbed load impedance locus (Fig. (1c) ). From ( 11), this condition gives (28) with' 2<<1 Thanks are due to an unknown reviewer, for his comments on the determination of a and K. [1] From (13), the total frequency deviation AWMOis now given by p]
'wM0=2y0K '&l "
